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Education in time of Covid-19
By Youssef Hedhili

Digital Divide
Schools and educational institutions are forced to take drastic measures to prevent the
spreading of the virus and are closing for an undefined time. Thus rendering the parents
to continue educating their children which are delving into the world of homeschooling.
Parents have to take the education of their children in hand. Most of the content is to be
found online and in most western countries, schools are continuing online. 
 
In Tunisia, schools and teachers are not equipped to provide online support and assure
continuity of the programs scheduled. Thus, each family, parents and children, became
fully responsible. Some could go on the internet and with a reasonable Google search
find educational materials that would be almost enough to satisfy the need. Some
can’t.An online education requires a home computer and an internet connection putting
children from low income families on a deteriorating ground. The Covid-19 crisis shed a
brighten light on the current divide and we are reflecting on how to be best equipped to
come out of the situation smarter, healthier and more resourceful.
 
Tun’Up
We, Tun'Up, believe that education is the key to growth and success. We believe
investing in Youth is investing in the future.  Our vision is to make proper education
accessible to everyone.
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Our goal is to ensure that every child has
the opportunities he is entitled to by
parrainating a school and providing basic
needs for pupils and teachers from
fournitures, to heaters in the winter, books,
theater and computer clubs to building
walls, sealing the premises of the school.
All through fundraising and
entrepreneurial endeavors.One of the
solutions we could think of is that
governmental institutions should have
electronic devices stored and secured that
would only be used in case there kids
should perform home works online.
Furthermore, teachers could also be
prepared to give kids a set of books and
homeworks that should be supervised by
parents and could last few weeks like in the
corona time. 
Once back to the ordinary life, teachers
should be mindful of the unequal burden
and acknowledge that low-income children
from low income families without access to
technology would lag behind their
wealthier peers and take measure to fill the
gap and make sure they don’t fall behind.

In order to make the best of the situation
and come back from it even better parents
have several ways to occupy their children
and keep their education going. First,
making a schedule and organize your time
could be very useful. Preferably a schedule
that is similar to the one they had in school.
Children should also be part of the decision
making and should be told about the
situation in an instructive and informative
way. One of thing that can also be critical
for their health is to pay attention to what
children see or hear on television, radio, or
online. There is a lot of misinformation out
there and we should be conscientious about
the input our kids are exposed to. We
should try to provide information that is
honest and accurate. 
 
Furthermore, teaching them everyday
actions like washing hands and not
touching faces to help flatten the curve and
limit the spread of the virus. In an attempt
to help, we brought together some of the
useful learning material on the internet we
could find and created a platform you can
find here.
 

http://www.tunup.org/education_in_time_of_covid19.html
http://www.tunup.org/15881583-1583157515851603-1608-15781593160416171605.html

